"One's destination is never a place, but a new way of seeing things."

**TRIPS AND EXCURSIONS**

Educational trips are an integral part of the curriculum at The Maurya School. These trips are organised periodically to broaden the horizons of the students. Children eagerly look forward to the trips and excursions which provide a right combination of learning and entertainment. This year they visited Qutub Minar, Lotus Temple and Nehru Planetarium.

**SCHOOL TIME: FUN TIME**

School is always fun for the young stars of Maurya. They participate in various fun-filled activities throughout the year. In the month of April, our Pre-Primary students participated in a plethora of activities such as Earth Day, Lollipop Day, Show and Tell and Pool Party.

**WORKSHOPS**

Taking learning beyond the bounds of curriculum, workshops also help students to know about the varied educational and career opportunities available to them. While enriching the learning experience, workshops also empower students to make informed decisions regarding their future. Keeping this in mind, a number of workshops on different topics like bullying, how to prepare for examinations, safety, hygiene, etc., were conducted for students.

"Plan for the future because that is where you are going to spend the rest of your life."

Saloni Gugliani and Anshita Singh also participated in the Aeromodelling Workshop conducted by Paagie Eda Solutions in association with IIT Delhi on 10th December 2013.

**WEDNESDAY WONDERS**

Co-curricular activities play a significant role in students’ life. These activities encourage participation and enhance one’s personality. Keeping this in mind, every Wednesday we conduct different activities like Journal Making, Collage Making, Quiz, Show-N-Tell and many more for the students of classes I and II.

**JUNIOR FORMULA 1 CHAMPIONSHIP**

The Maurya School, in collaboration with Junior Sports India, organised an Inter School Junior Formula 1 Championship for children of class III on 30th July. Children of 16 schools enthusiastically participated in this outdoor extravaganza. Children are always full of energy and excitement and this event was a perfect groundwork for channelising their energy in a positive manner.

**FOR ADMISSION ENQUIRIES (Classes Pre-Nursery to IX). Please contact school office between 9.00 am to 3.00 pm on all weekdays and between 9.00 am to 2.00 pm on Saturdays**

**COMMODORE LEE CORDENER VISITS MAURYA**

Visiting International Fellow at IODSA, Commodore Lee Cordener visited the school and delivered a talk on ‘Indian Ocean Maritime Governance’. Commodore Cordeiner is an expert on risk assessment and maritime security and is with the Indo-Pacific Governance Research Centre, University of Adelaide, Austrailia.

**ABOUT US**

The Maurya School is an institution having firm faith in its guiding principles of discipline, honor, integrity and social responsibility. We install these principles as the bedrock of character in the children entrusted to our care. The Maurya School emphasizes on empowering students to discover their own learning styles and becoming proactive learners. The school believes in encouraging initiative and creativity in its students so that they grow up to be self-confident, thinking individuals. The Mauryans are a vibrant community of student achievers who bear their school name proudly, standing out as capable ambassadors of an elite institution.

**PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE**

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.” Nelson Mandela.

We want our children to be lifelong learners. The emphasis is on learning to learn and the ability to keep learning for lifetime. We believe that education should result in a child’s complete development: mind and body, intelligence, sensibility, aesthetic appreciation and spirituality.
The beautifully decorated pristine premises of The Maurya School, Palam Vihar buzzed with activities on 14th December when it celebrated its Annual Cultural Extravaganza ‘Theaterama’ – 2013 which was a fusion of music, dance & mesmerizing performances. The students beautifully showcased the historical background and heritage steps to free India with plays such as ‘The Power of Unity’ and ‘The Legend of Bhagat Singh’ and left the audience spellbound. The scholars were also honoured in the Prize Distribution Ceremony.

“Talent Hunt” is a platform for every child to showcase their talents. A Pre Primary Talent Hunt with various events like Ramp walk, Show-N-Tell, Rhyme Recitation, Art and Dance Competitions was organized in the school premises. Children in large numbers participated in the talent hunt and the winners were felicitated.

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL AWARDS
We have taken a giant leap towards internationalism and in sync with this initiative we have teamed up with the British Council for the International School Awards. It is a global benchmarking project that recognizes the outstanding work done by schools, committed to developing international learning in their curriculum.

“SHINING STARS ENTHRALL ALL”

A Journey of a thousand miles must begin with a single step. February 22, 2014 was a great day in the annals of the school, as the school celebrated ‘Huss 2014, the Annual Pre-Primary Event’ at Dr. S. R. KVSAuditorium on the theme ‘Snoozing Sundays’ where the students presented a ballet depicting the importance of Sundays with great exuberance and enthusiasm.

“Winners don’t wait for chances, they take them.”

“A great many people, and more all the time, live their entire lives without ever once sleeping out under the stars.”

SPORTS DAY
To keep the spirit of sportsmanship and teamwork alive, the school organized its ‘Annual Sports Day’ on Saturday, February 8, 2014. The event began with the March Past wherein the four contingents displayed admirable synchronisation and rhythm, followed by Peacock Dance, Aerobic Drill, Races, Circus Drill, Zumba Dance and Rain Forest Dance. Medals and trophies were also presented to the winners for the day and for different Inter House Activities held during the year.

“Sports Fun Day”
The Sports Fun Day for the Pre-Primary Wing was conducted on 15th and 16th March, 2014. Various games and races such as Circuit Relay Race, Bean Bag Balancing Race, parachute Play, Hit-Five, Feeding Frenzy in the Worm, identifying the Shapes, etc. were conducted where the children participated with zeal and enthusiasm.

“INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL KIDS CRICKET CHAMPIONSHIP
The 1st Ecosports Inter-School Kids Cricket Championship for boys and girls was successfully organised on 19th & 20th December 2013 in the school premises, where more than 80 children, aged 5 to 8, from different schools participated.

“The world is my country; all mankind my brethren, and to do good is my religion.”

GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
Continuing with our efforts to promote global citizenship, the following activities undertaken in the month of April as a part of the ISA Project helped to incorporate international dimensions to the curriculum. The theme for the month was ‘Your Planet Needs You’ where the students participated in Interclass Board Decoration Competition, Interhouse Collage Making Competition, School Rally and Inter School Documentary Competition. The school also organised to spread awareness about afforestation in which students distributed saplings to residents of the nearby locality. Further, they took the initiative of cleaning a part of the vicinity. It was a grand success which was appreciated by everyone.

“Winning and losing are a part of life. It is our experiences that make our lives fulfilling.”

“Champions All the Way”
Anshul Agarwal and Rahul Dalal have brought laurels to the school by winning silver and bronze medals in the First Gurgaon Skating Carnival organised by Indian Roller Sports Club.

“ONE MAN PRACTICING SPORTSMANSHIP IS FAR BETTER THAN A HUNDRED TEACHING IT”

“OVERNIGHT LEADERSHIP CAMP”
The School organised an overnight camp on 28th March 2014 for the students of classes I and II in the school premises which was an unalloyed pleasure. The activities like racing, burma bridge, hit and about, commando crawl,chiragam, top of war, magic and puppet show, kite flying etc. made the entire experience an exhilarating one for the students rendering a possible not just learning but also great enjoyment all the way.

“SPLS”

“The Pre Primary Talent Hunt”

“Winning means you’re willing to go longer, work harder & give more than anyone else.”

“Mathew Yadav of class II also brought accolade to the school by being the proud recipient of the first prize for Art Race. Inter School Art Compeition Held at Sun City School, Gurgaon.”